
Xtbraru Economics.

SOTJL—This department of " The Lflnur" has been established In
response to a renerally expressed desire for some convenient and open
»"iMtT» of discussing fopios arising out of every-day 'work in libraries.
Braryone is, therefore, cordially Invited to contribute statements of
dlmoultlea and new discoveries, tn order that all may profit and be kept
posted up in what is going on in the technical work of libraries.
Questions of any kind referring to Buildings, Furniture and Fittings;
Beports, Statistics, or Committee work: Staff and Publio Bules or Begu-
lifflo*1*: AjOoeasion work; dassinoatlon; Oataloguing; Binding and
Stationery; Charging; or any other practical matter, will be gladly
welcomed. Queries and Hotes should De sent to the Bdltor not later
than the 10th of eaoh month.

NOTES.

io. daaslflaation Sohem.es.—On more than one occasion demands
have been made for a handy outline of the lending schemes of classifica-
tion, and as this has not been done in England, so far as we know, in a
collected form, we propose to set out a few of the principal planŝ  beginning
with that of Bacon. The whole question of systematic classification is
coming rapidly to the front, and assistants or librarians who are not con-
versant with many schemes will no doubt find the following skeletons
useful for comparison :—

SCHEME OF FRANCIS BACON, 1633

Class I.—History—Memory :—
1 Natural History
2 Civil History

a Ecclesiastical
b Literary
c Civil, proper

Class II.—Philosophy—Reason:—
1 Science of God
2 Science of Nature

a Primary Philosophy
b Physics
c Metaphysics
d Magic
e Natural Philosophy

3 Science of Man

Class III.—Poetry—Imagination: —
1 Narrative Poetry
2 Dramatic Poetry
3 Allegorical Poetry
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SCHEME OV S. T. COLERIDGE, 1826.

Class 1.—Pore Sciences :—
1 Formal Sciences— a Grammar, b Logic c Rhetoric.

d Mathematics. * Metaphysics.
2 Real Sciences-^i Law. b Morals, c Theology.

Class a.—Mixed and Applied Sciences :—
1 Mechanics
2 Hydrostatics
3 Pneumatics
4 Optics
5 Astronomy
6 Experimental Philosophy
7 Fine Arts
8 Useful Arts
9 Natural History

10 Medicine

Class 3.—History :—
1 Natural History
2 Biography
3 Geography, Voyages and Travels
4 Chronology

Class 4.—Literature and Philology.

SCHEME OF EDWARD EDWARDS, 1859.

Class 1.—Theology. 1 Scriptures. 2 Sacred Philology. 3 Theology.
4 Liturgies. 5 Judaism. 6 Natural Theology.

Class 2.—Philosophy. 1 General works. 3 Ethics. 3 Metaphysics.

Class 3.—History. 1 Study of History. 3 Universal History and Bio-
graphy. 3 Ancient History. 4 General Ecclesiastical
History. 5 Modem (Political and Ecclesiastical) History.
6 Travel and Biography, by countries.

Class 4.—Politics and Commerce. 1 Politics generally. 2 Parliaments.
3 Government 4 Law. 5 Political Economy. 6 Church
establishments. 7 Education. 8 Army and Navy. 9
Foreign policy. 10 Political satires.

Class 5.—Sciences and Arts. 1 General. 2 Physical Sciences (Physics,
Chemistry, Biology). 3 Mathematical Sciences. 4 Me-
chanical Arts (Engineering^ Trades). 5 Military and Naval
Arts. 6 Design. 7 Writing. 8 Music 9 Medicine. 10
Domestic and Recreative Arts.

Class 6.—Literature and Polygraphy. I General. 2 Philology. 3 Poetry
and Fiction. 4 Oratory. 5 Essays. 6 Letters. 7 Biblio-
graphy. 8 Polygraphy.
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SCHEME OF HARRIS, 1870 (AMKBICAW).

A Science. 1 Philosophy. 2 Theology.
Social and Political Science—3 Jurisprudence. 4 Politics. 5 Social

Science. 6 Philology.
Natural Science and Useful Arts—7 Mathematics. 8 Physics.

9 Natural History. 10 Medicine. 11 Useful Arts.

B Art 12 Fine Arts. 13 Poetry. 14 Pure Fiction. 15 Literary
Miscellany.

C History. 16 Geography and Travel. 17 Civil History. 18 Bio-
graphy.

D Appendix. 19 Appendix—Miscellany.

SCHEME OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

\FuUScktm* in Cenftrttui Procudings, iSfj.i

1 Theology
2 Jurisprudence
3 Natural History and Medicine
4 Archaeology and Arts
5 Philosophy, Political Science, Sciences
6 History
7 Geography
8 Biography
9 Belles Lettres

10 Philology

EXPANSIVE SCHEME OF C. A. CUTTER.

A General Works (Ad Dictionaries, Ae Encyclopaedias, AP Periodi-
cals, At Societies, &c.)

B Philosophy (Bg Metaphysics, Bi Psychology, &c)
BR Religion (Bt Religions, C Christianity, CB Bible, &<u, Q Ecclesi-

astical History)
E Biography
F History (Numbered local list under countries. Ff Antiquities, Fn

Numismatics, Fv Heraldry)
G Geography and Travels (Numbered local list)
H Social Sciences
L Sciences and Arts

La Sciences Natural (Lb Mathematics, Lc Physics, M Nat Hist,
Mv Biology, &c)

Q Medicine
R Useful Arts, Technology. Sub-divisions. Extractive and Productive

Arts, Constructive Arts, Fine Arts, Arts of communication by
language (Including Language, Fiction, Poetry, &c), Book Arts.
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SCHEME OF FLETCHER (AMERICAN).

Fiction
Juvenile
English and American Literature
History
Biography ...
Voyages and Travels ...
Sciences
Useful Arts ...
Fine Arts
Political and Social ...
Philosophy and Religion
Language and Literature
Reference books

Sections i to 13
» 15 .. 75

81 „ 82
» 85 „ 120
„ "5 n 172
„ 179 „ 240

245 .. 377
,, 379 » 35°
„ 35* ». 4i6
,, 421 „ 456

461 „ 468

Other schemes to follow.

11.—Loafers In Librariea—One of the pet objections to public
libraries is that their reading rooms are resorted to mainly by loafers,
who do not use the institutions for any earnest or proper purpose.
Various proposals have been made from time to time for the abatement
of this evil, such as blacking out sporting news, dispensing with chairs in
news rooms, or placing a commissionaire or some other variety of dragon
at the entrance. The question is one of immense difficulty from whatever
standpoint viewed, because all sorts of considerations arise to complicate
any policy which may be contemplated. If it is decided to eject all
persons idling in the reading rooms, or who are not reading or otherwise
legitimately using the place, the question at once arises as to the right of
the library authority to put away any person who is not actually doing
mischief, in what is a popularly-supported and freely-accessible public
resort. For instance, the sleepers in public parks, and in such buildings
as St Paul's Cathedral, the British Museum, &c, are always left undis-
turbed, and it therefore becomes questionable whether or not public
libraries are on an identical footing. We have no wish to defend the
loafer, especially when he is also a peripatetic raiser of live stock, but it
has occurred to us many times that there is really no right existing by
which persons sitting about in public reading rooms can be removed.
Then there are objections to fastening all sorts of periodicals to upright
desks, which one must stand at in order to read, while the method of
fastening magazines by chains to tables is also objectionable. Neverthe-
less, the best plans for discouraging the persistent sleeper and loafer seem
to lie in the use of mechanical means rather than of moral suasion. This
is a question which has never been thoroughly discussed among librarians,
and it is one Which deserves every consideration at their hands. In
London, where the loafer question is one of great magnitude, the
librarians would no doubt be grateful for any suggestion which would
point out how loafers could be automatically ana mechanically sup-
pressed.

12.—Descriptive Cataloguing.—A couple of papers on class lists in
the February LIBRARY raise, among other questions, that of properly an-
notating or describing books in catalogues, so that readers will not take
out such works as Bnggs' Flora of Plymouth in the fond belief that they
are getting a novel. It is not necessary to agree with everything urged
by the authors of these papers to feel thoroughly in accord with the
arguments put forth in support of annotations. Oar own agreement does
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not, for example, extend to the general and sweeping condemnation of
the alphabetical dictionary catalogue, nor do we admire the taste of some
of the remarks on known examples of cataloguing and classification, but
our sympathies are fully with the authors as-regards full annotation of mis-
leading titles. There can be no doubt in the mind of any close observer
that the plain, barren, mechanical style of dictionary catalogue has had
its day. It is impossible to look on any ordinary dictionary catalogue
with satisfaction, no matter how well it may be compiled in accordance
with Cutter's rules. It matters very little how skilfully headings are
chosen, or how much care is bestowed on the identification of authors, if
titles are left to speak for themselves. Here are-a few items, selected at
random, which display more eloquently than pages of denunciation the
poverty, uselessness and humour of imperfect entries :—

Cooke, M. C. British Desmids
Coupland, J. A. Voces musarum
Davies, J. Hesiod and Theognis
Hartmann, R. Anthropoid Apes
Le Gallienne, R. Book-bills of Narcissus
Lubbock, Sir J. Pre-historic Times
Smiles, S. Jasmin
Wilson, J. Noctes Ambrosianse
Xenophon. Cyropaedia and the Hellenics

With the exception, perhaps, of Lubbock's work, we very gravely doubt
if one out of a hundred ordinary readers could guess of what subjects any
of these books treat Yet, the public is asked to accept slipshod work
like this as adequate. We trust the day is not far distant when the scope,
subject-matter and treatment of every work entered in public library
catalogues will be fully and carefully described, in such a manner that
readers will be informed ipst̂ qH of misled.

COMMENTS ON NOTES.

6. Examination of Assistants.—"Assistant" writes: "The remarks
at 'Critic' and Mr. L. S. Jast are anything but encouraging to those
assistants who are striving against time, and under adverse circumstances,
to perfect themselves in bibliographical studies and library management.
I think assistants ought at least to be credited with the desire to become
proficient and succeed in duties which later they may have to carry out in
order to acquire enough of bread and cheese whereon to live. But really,
are not the various writers on this subject unduly magnifying the import-
ance of the subject ? I should like to ask, as I believe one speaker did,
at a recent discussion on this topic, ' What special training or knowledge
is necessary to enable anyone to classify books numerically, catalogue
them alphabetically, and issue them by means of an indicator ?' I answer,
none whatever. Instead of railing at assistants for not taking advantage
of an examination scheme which seems to have no bearing on the class
of duties and style of work common in our libraries, I think writers like
' Critic' should rather bewail the fact that the standard of accomplish-
ment among the librarians of the country is not higher, and, that steps are
not taken to place the whole system of library work on a higher and more
scientific plane. I am not going to defend the Americans from the stric-
tures of Mr. Jast He and 'Critic' both should obtain a set of the
examination papers printed for the twenty-fourth examination of the
Library School at Albany, and see the nature of the knowledge required
btfori appointments are given in American libraries. Not only do these
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questions « y r H the Library Association ones in extent and difficulty, but
tney are manifestly drawn to meet the requirements of a higher snide of
library than has yet been dreamt of in England. Mr. Jast should, there-
fore, inform himself more accurately as to what is being done in America
before writing nonsense about machine-made librarians. It may be im-
perative, as 'Critic1 claims, for assistants to be chosen bom the ranks of
the well-educated, but btfort that is done would it not be as well to revise
the scale of remuneration^ and take steps to further educate librarians
themselves, so that Jack may not have an undue advantage over his
master?"

9. Female Assistants.— " P." writes: " What a superior person
' Omega' must be, to be sure, and how certain he—I assume it is a
male animal—is as regards a woman's mental inferiority. . I should like
to u k where in England have women had a chance of being more than
'devoted slaves of routine?1 Except in a few small towns, where there
has been no great call for the exercise of that 'business faculty' which
' Omega' mentions, women librarians have been excluded from all hope
or chance of proving their fitness for library work. Naturally, therefore,
their efforts have been limited to ' clamouring for admission to the ranks
of the library profession.' But, should the opportunity occur, and I trust
it soon will, I nave no doubt a capable woman librarian will be found able
to invent methods of work which do not rely solely upon mere mechanical
aids for their success."

QUERIES.

1 a.—Dffwey Classification "Anglo-Saxon" writes to ask under
which classes and divisions certain works should be placed in arranging
books on the shelves according to Dewey's scheme. He has selected
mainly works in history and biography which could with equal propriety
be placed in two or more classes. The lives of royal persons, for
example, may be placed under Biography, 923-1, or in History according
to country. Thus, Frederick the Great may be either 923-1 or 943-05,
and so on with all monarchs. Apostles and other religious leaders seem
to be provided for in 922. Books on Christ go under 232-9, and by
every classification scheme are treated as part of Religion. But if " Anglo-
Saxon " has a copy of Dtwrts Decimal CUusificatwm, he should be able
to work these points out for himself. The division "History" in the
Dewey system is not good, and in actual practice is rarely adhered to.
There is a positive disadvantage in separating books on the geography and
history of countries, especially in libraries of small or moderate size, while
to sandwich " Biography " between " Geography " and " History " is very
inconvenient It may further be said that to classify individual biography
is futile. It has been tried and found wanting. Most American libraries
and some English ones not classified by Dewey's method, find it best to
simply classify colUctivt biography, and arrange all the individual bio-
graphies under the names of the persons written about This gets rid of
all artificial difficulties as to rimming men like Buckingham as " States-
men, Fiddlers or Buffoons." There are other divisions in Dewey which
are seldom adopted in their integrity—" Literature," for example, in
which novels, poetry, and essays play at hide and seek, disguised by a
national classification which is practically useless. This, indeed, is one
of the most pedantic divisions of the whole of Dewey's system. If
" Anglo-Saxon " has any doubt about such books as Soap BuiiUs (532),
we will be pleased to apply Dewey's notation to any other titles he may
care to send.
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13.—Indioator Charging.—" Novice " writes : " Has any method
been adopted whereby the mistakes which are constantly being made
with the indicator can be checked or prevented ? The enclosed cutting
from the Wtzt Ham Herald of December 12th, 1896, very tersely sums
up one of the points to which I allude :—' The many inquiries made and
unnecessary ignorance displayed by some readers who will not consult
the rules and regulations, and who persistently misread the indicator by
asking for books shown by that contrivance to be out' This is such a
common occurrence that I should think some method must have been
invented to cure it At any rate, if nothing has been done, it would be
worth someone's while to try and devise means of coping with a pro-
nounced and intolerable nuisance. Then again, there is the nuisance of
lost tickets, which though less frequent, is even more annoying to the
staff and readers both. Any hint or information on these points will be
welcome."

14.—Geology, subjeot Hat—" C • writes : " Where can I find a list
of the best works on this subject in which the writings of disciples of
different schools are discriminated and distinguished ? The school
represented by Agassiz, Hugh Miller, and Dawson is so radically op-
posed to that of Geikie, Robert Chambers, and other upholders of the
evolutionary theory, that librarians who are contemplating annotated
catalogues would find it of great advantage to have a good working list.
The same might be said about all biological books. There is such a vast
difference in the standpoint adopted by ' evolution' and ' special creation'
naturalists, that students would be benefited by having the various
schools indicated."

REPLIES TO QUERIES.

11.—Llbrariana—Mr. Brown writes to say the response to his query
has been very meagre, and, to further illustrate the sort of thing he con-
templates, asks us to print the following table, which we do :—

MANCHESTER SCHOOL.

Edwurds, Smiles, Crestadoro, Sutton.

Salford Oldham Cardiff Wimbledon Yarmouth
Plant, Mnllen. Hand. Allpao, Bjdlinger. RabbitL Carur.

Carlisle Penge W. Hartlepool
ld

I I
Stockport, Stalybridge Batcmin. Bridle. Watldnl.

Bocklind. Aldred.

Read
Greeokoagli.
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